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The correlation between the direction of the f,l-meson spin and the direction of emission of 
the photon in the radiative capture of f.l mesons by nuclei is considered, taking into account 
the interaction between the f.l meson and the nuclear spin (hyperfine splitting). The analysis 
is carried out for nuclei of arbitrary spin J. 

IT is known1 that, in the case of radiation capture 
of a polarized f.l- meson (internal bremsstrahlung), 
there is correlation between the emission of the 
photon and the direction of the spin of the fl.-meson 
when parity is not conserved. An experimental ob
servation of the asymmetry of the emission of the 
radiative photon makes it possible to establish the 
type of the interaction between the f.l meson and 
the nucleus (A-V or T-S), if it is known whether the 
neutrino is right-handed or left-handed. 

In the paper by Huang, Yang, and Lee, 1 the result 
of a calculation of the radiation capture of polarized 
f.l- mesons by protons is presented for the case of a 
two-component neutrino. As has been shown by 
Gershtern and Zel'dovich2 f.l- mesons are fully de
polarized in hydrogen because of the transition of 
ll,- mesons from one proton to another. It is there
fore necessary to consider the capture of f.l- mesons 
by heavy nuclei. In addition, for nucleus with spin 
different from zero, it is necessary to take into 
account the depolarization of f.l mesons due to 
interaction of the spins of the f.l meson and the 
nucleus, and to consider separately two possible 
states with F = J±1/2 (hyperfine structure). This 
has first been shown by Bernstein, Lee, Yang, and 
Primakoff3 in an analysis of the normal capture of 
f.l- mesons by nuclei. In view of the conservation 
of spin of the system nucleus- f.l meson, this de
polarization of mesons leads to a partial polariza
tion of the nuclei. In view of this fact, taking into 
account the superfine structure will, apart from 
changing the numerical results, lead to a depend
ence of the studied correlation on the product of 
the interaction constants CACv and CsCT: i.e., it 
becomes possible to study the contribution of inter
ference terms in the f,l-meson capture. 

CORRELATION IN THE PRESENCE OF HYPER
FINE STRUCTURE 

Let a f.l meson polarized along the z axis be 
captured by the K orbit of the nucleus producing 

a mesic atom. Let the projection of the nuclear 
spin on the z axis be M, and the absolute value 
of the spin be J. 

Since the frequency corresponding to the hyper
fine splitting of the mesic atom levels is, in all 
cases, much larger than the inverse lifetime of the 
f.l meson, one can assume that the mesic atom is 
in a state described by the wave function 

'Y = ~ C (F, F z) <PF, FzeiEFt. 
F 

where F is the total moment of the mesic atom 
which assumes the two values F = J ± 1/ 2 ; 

(1) 

F z = M ± 1/ 2 is the projection of the total moment 
on the z axis; <I>F, F z is the wave function of the 
system f.l- meson-nucleus in a state with deter
mined F and F z; EF is the energy of the hyper-

/ J 1A F) fine structure level; and C(F, Fz) = \MthFz is the 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (Wigner's notation) 
corresponding to the condtion that, for t = 0, the 
wave function >¥ is a product of the wave func
tions of the nucleus with a given M and of the 
f.l- meson with a given projection Sz ( lf!M I{! t/2). 

From Eq. (1) we obtain the probability of f.l 
meson capture averaged over time:* 

W = 22C2 (F,Fz)WF,Fz' 
F 

where WF, F z is the probability of capture in 
the <I> F, F z state of the mesic atom. Since 

(2) 

*In the above, we do not take into account the fact that the 
lifetime of the mesic atom with respect to the simple capture 
of 11- mesons is different for states with F= J + V2 and F = J 
- V2, which leads to a change of the statistical weight of 
WF, F z" In addition, we do not consider the possibility of 
transition from states with F = J + V2 to those with F = - Y2· 
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IJ 1
; 2 f) ( J 1!2 F) 

+ ( M \'2 Fz M+1 -1;2 Fz 

x r<x, r n r ~Mrp,J <x, 1 n 1 ~M+lrp_,) 

+ <x, 1 n I t tiP·1) <x, I n I o/ M+l rp -'/,) ·1, (3) 

where Xf is the wave function of the final state, 
and Q is the Hamiltonian of the considered inter
action. The probabilities WM s ~ 1 Xf 1 rll <PM ) 12 

' z Sz 
are calculated by the usual method and are given 
in the Appendix (A1). It will be shown that if 
wM, sz is known for any values of M and sz, 

then the probability WF F can be found without , z 
calculating the superposition terms in the ex
pression (3). 

In calculating W F, F z , we are not interested 
in the spin and momentum of the recoil nucleus, 
the direction and polarization of the neutrino, and 
the polarization of the photon,* i.e. we carry out a 
summation and integration over the corresponding 
values. After this, the final state will be char
acterized by one vector only: the momentum of 
the photon k. The p,-meson capture probability in 
a mesic atom with a moment F, can therefore de
pend only on the modulus of I kl and I F I and on the 
different powers of the product kF. 

Consequently, the probability WF, Fz is of the 
form 

W F, Fz ~I (<l>F, Fz I ap + bp (fk) + Cp (fk)2 1 <l>F, F z) 12 

= ap + bpfzkz + 1/2CF {[f (f +I) 

(4) 

where aF, b F and c F are coefficients depending 
only on F and k. 

In the first approximation of perturbation theory 
the probability WF F is proportional to k2, i.e. 

2 ' z aF- k, bF- f k[, cF is independent of k. A 
power of (kF) not higher than two should therefore 
be taken in Eq. (4). 

Equation (4) determines the dependence of the 
probability on F z. To find the coefficients a F• bF, 

*As is well known, 4 in radiation capture, if the neutrino 
is a two-component one, the photon is totally circularly po
larized. 

and cF, a particular case F z = F = J +!has been 
considered, Since 

it follows from Eq. (3) that 

W J+'!•. J+'f, = WJ. 'I,' (5) 

and wj, ! is the known probability (see Appendix). 
Equation (5) determines aF, and cF for F = J 

+ !. If WJ + .! F is known, we find WF F for 
2• z ' z 

the case F = J - ! from the same expression (3), 
excluding the superposition term, 

W J-'/,, F z = WM, 1/, + WM+l, - 1/z- W J+1J,,F z' 

The final expression for WF, Fz is given in 
the Appendix. 

Taking into account Eqs. (2) and (4), and aver
aging over F z , we obtain the correlation function 
in the form 

W ~I +~cos 8, (6) 
where e is the angle between the direction of the 
original spin of the p, meson and the momentum of 
the photon; the value of (3 is given in the Appendix. 

For the case of a two-component neutrino 
(C' = ± C), we have 

~~ = ± (2J ~ 1)' {1 MF 121 Cv 12 

+ [ 1 + {J (J + 1)] I MaT 12 1 CA 12 

+ f(J)i_ J(J + 1)/MFCv- .MaTCA /2} 
3 VJ (J + 1) 

=t= (ZJ: 1)' {I MF 12 1 Cs 12 

+[I + { J (J + 1) J I MaT /2 1 CT 12 

4 I MaT ~- 2 } + f (J) · -3 J (J + 1) MFCs- V CT , 
. J(J+1) 

where the upper sign should be taken for C' = C 
and the lower for C' =-C. 

~=I MF 12 (I Cs 12 +I Cv 12 ) +I MaT 12 (I CA 12 +I CT 12). 

and f(J) equals Jf = J, J +1, J for Jf = J, J-1, 

(7) 

J + 1 respectively, where Jf is the spin of the re
coil nucleus. 

For J = 0, we have the results which can be 
obtained without taking the superfine structures 
into account. 

~ = ± ( I c A 12 - I c T 12) I (I c A 12 + I c T 12), 

~ = ± (I Cv 12 -! Cs 12) I (I Cv [2 + I Cs 12), 

for Jr = 1 

for J1 = 0. 
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The experiments of Goldhaber, Grodzins, and 
Sunyar7 indicate that, for electronic capture, the 
neutrino is left-handed. From the conservation 
of the lepton charge and from the decay mode 
JJ-- = e- + v + v it follows that the leptic charge 
of the J.J-- meson is the same as of the electron 
(in contrast to the assumption of Zel'dovich5). One 
should therefore expect that a left-handed neutrino 
is emitted in JJ-- capture also. The change of the 
sign of {3 even in the case where recoil nuclei with 
various Jf are produced, makes it then possible to 
determine without ambiguity whether we are dealing 
with the V-A or S-T type of interaction. 

A direct determination of the helicity of the 
neutrino in JJ, decay can be carried out by studying 

the correlation between the direction of emission 
of the recoil nucleus and the spin direction of the 
polarized JJ, meson, as has been recently shown 
by Treiman. 6 

In conclusion, the author would like to express 
his gratitude to Ya.B. Zel'dovich for his interest 
in the work and for valuable remarks. 

APPENDIX 

We present here certain intermediate and final 
formulae: 

WM, Sz- ~ + (Esz + GM) cos 9 + HszM cos29, 

where 

~ = 1/21 Mp 12 ( l Cs [2 +I c~ 12 +I Cv 12 +I c~ 12) + 1/2 I Mar 12 (I CA! 2 +I c~ 12 +I Cr 12 +I c~ 12), 

E = 21 Mp 12 Re (C~C~- c;C~) + 21 M arl 2 Re (C~C~ - C~C·r ), 

I Mar 12 R c· c' • ' MpM;r • ' • ' • ' • ' 
G=J(J+i) e( A A-CrCr)-VJ(J+ 1)Re(CvCA+CACv-CsCr-CrCs), 

H = I Mar I" (I c 12 I c' 12 I c 12 I c' 12 2MpM;r • .• ' • .• ' J(J+ 1) A + A - r - r ) -V Re(CvCA+CvCA-CsCr-CsCr), 
J (J + 1) 

W F, Fz-;- ~ + (ZJ + 1) G ~J::: ;J) (E-G) F 2 cos9 + (~-;:)t {F (F +I)- F; + [3 F;- F (F + 1)] cos2 9}, 

~~ = [% (£ + 2 G) J (J +I)+£] I (2 J + 1)2 • 
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